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ABSTRACT 

 

 This paper presents a method for optimizing unstructured triangular meshes using a hydride method based on Rough set and floating-

point Genetic Algorithm. A mesh generation algorithm based on a modified advancing front method and sets of heuristic rules are used to 

generate the initial non- smooth triangular meshes for complex shapes. The developed mesh is then smoothed using a hydride method 
based on Rough is set on floating-point Genetic Algorithm that is more flexible than the usual genetic algorithms and can handle non-

smooth regions containing several local extremes. Three approaches are used in selecting the fitness function to be optimized in the genetic 

algorithm, namely, the triangle aspect ratio, the maximum angle at each node of the triangular mesh, and a weighted linear combination of 
both functions. The hydride method has been tested and validated for a number of test cases covering a wide range of complex geometry 

applications. The results have shown a high degree of improvement in the quality of the smoothed meshes and an ability to handle 

specially non- convex regions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Meshespecially unstructured mesh plays an 

important role in the geometry processing of real 

world objects, soft tissue modeling, and multi-

resolution representation of complex shapes. In most 

application the term unstructured meshes refer to 

triangular and tetrahedral meshes in two and three 

dimension respectively. Mesh also, plays a pivotal 

role in the numerical simulation of many physical 

problems in solid mechanics, geo-mechanics, and 

fluid dynamics. 

 Grid generation has a huge literature and there 

are excellent references on structured and 

unstructured mesh generation [1-5], most Mesh 

generation techniques currently in use can fit into 

one of the three basic methods; Advancing front 

method [5], Delaunay [6], and Quadtree [7-8]. Grid 

smoothing adjusts the locations of grid vertices in 

order to improve element shapes and overall grid 

quality.  

 

Mesh smoothing and optimization: 

 

 It is rare that any grid generation algorithm will 

be able to define a grid that is optimal without some 

form of post-processing to improve the overall 

quality of the grid. Most smoothing procedures [9-

13] involve some form of iterative process that 

repositions individual vertices to improve the local 

quality of triangular grids. The often- used quality 

criteria for triangular grids are small aspect ratio and 

no angles very close to 0 or to 180. However, there is 

a variety of other optimization problems such as 

maximizing the minimum angle, minimizing the 

maximum angle, minimizing the maximum aspect 

ratio, minimizing the maximum circumradius and the 

radius of the containing circle of the incident 

triangles. Smoothing, averaging, and optimization-

based methods are also used to improve the quality 

of triangular grids. Grid smoothing adjusts the 

locations of grid vertices in order to improve element 

shapes and overall grid quality. In grid smoothing, 

the topology of the grid remains invariant. Laplacian 

smoothing is the most commonly used smoothing 

technique. Laplacian [14-16] smoothing is 

computationally inexpensive and fairly effective, but 

it does not guarantee improvement in grid quality. 

Similar to Laplacian smoothing, there are a variety of 

other averaging/smoothing techniques, which 

iteratively reposition nodes based on a weighted 

average of the geometric properties of the 

surrounding grid points (nodes). Canann [11] 

provides an overview of some of the common 

methods in use. 

 Optimization-based smoothing techniques 

measure the quality of the surrounding elements to a 

node and attempt to optimize by computing the local 
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gradient of the element quality with respect to the 

node location. The grid vertices are moved so as to 

minimize a given distortion metric. Some of the 

developments in this area include [11,12]. 

Parthasrathy [13] developed an optimization-based 

technique by solving a nonlinear, constrained, global 

optimization problem with the aspect ratio being the 

objective function to be minimized. Canann [11] 

presents optimization- based smoothing algorithm 

and recommends a combined Laplacian/ 

optimization-basedapproach. An approach developed 

by Freitag [16] work to maximize the minimum 

angle in triangular grids by using an analogue of the 

steepest decent method for smooth functions. 

Amenta [9] presents theoretical results showing how 

some local triangle shape optimization be solved 

using generalized linear programming. Other 

efficient algorithms are presented and many 

distortion metrics are discussed and various 

optimization techniques are compared. Other 

optimization based methods include the works of 

[13] that is based on making use of posteriori error 

estimates, and [14] that is based on the use of 

distortion metrics. The selection of good distortion 

metrics is also discussed in [15]. 

 Recently, methods based on artificial 

intelligence concept have been used in grid 

generation and optimization. In [17] Neural 

Networks concepts have been used in finite element 

grid generations. Holder [18] presents a binary 

genetic algorithm for smoothing grids used in finite 

element analysis. A distortion metric is used to 

quantify the goodness of quadrilateral grid 

elementsand serves as the fitness function for the 

genetic algorithm. Moustafa, et al [21] presented aA 

Floating point Genetic Algorithm Approach for 

Optimizing Unstructured Meshes. 

 

Rough set theory: 

 

 Rough set theory was introduced by Zdzislaw 

Pawlak in the early 1980s [23]. RST is a 

mathematical tool which deals with vagueness and 

uncertainty. It is of fundamental importance to 

artificial intelligence (AI) and cognitive science and 

is highly applicable to this study performing the task 

of machine learning and decision analysis. Rough 

sets are useful in the analysis of decisions in which 

there are inconsistencies. Tocope with these 

inconsistencies, lower and upper approximations of 

decision classes are defined [24]. Rough set theory is 

often contrasted to compete with fuzzy set theory 

(FST), but it in fact complements it [25]. A large 

number of high quality papers on various aspects of 

rough sets and their applications have been published 

in recent years as a result of this attention. The theory 

has been followed by the development of several 

software systems that implement rough set 

operations. [26,27]. 

 In this paper, we present a hybrid method of 

rough set and genetic algorithm to smooth the 

generated triangular mesh. 

 

Proposed Method: 

 

 The present method based on using a genetic 

algorithm with rough set to smooth the generated 

triangular mesh, which is generated by advancing 

front. 

 

Grid Generation Algorithm: 

 

 The algorithm is based on the advancing front 

method and a number of heuristic rules to ensure 

proper triangulation of arbitrary and simply 

connected regions into quality triangles. Several tests 

have been included into the algorithm to handle 

overlapping, edge crossing, and degenerate edges 

that may occur during the grid generation process. 

An efficient algorithm is also developed to generate 

the grid connectivity information needed during the 

grid generation process. 

 

Hybrid Method: 

 

 OurHybrid Method it is acombination between 

floating point genetic algorithm and rough set theory, 

it starts from a set of chromosomes (assumed 

solutions) and evolves different but better sets of 

chromosomes (sets of solutions) over a sequence of 

iterations that is done by using a classifications of 

chromosomes based on its’ fitness functions. Before 

genetic procedures, after classifying the population 

based on fitness functions for five sets we neglect the 

worst set by reproducing another chromosomes 

based on new region of the best group, after that we 

set the new region for the next generation by the 

region of the best set. In each generation (iteration) 

the fitness- measuring criterion (objective function) 

determines the suitability of each chromosome and, 

based on these values, some of them are selected for 

reproduction. The number of copies reproduced by 

an individual parent is expected to be directly 

proportional to its fitness value, thereby embodying 

the natural selection procedure, to some extent. The 

procedure thus selects more fit solutions; and less fit 

solutions are eliminated [19-20]. The structure of a 

simple genetic algorithm is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Hybrid algorithm: 

 

 For every iteration t, genetic algorithm maintain 

a population of potential Solutions(chromosomes, 

vectors), }x ,...,x{)t(P t

n

t

1
 . Each solution is 

evaluated to give some measure of its “fitness”, then, 

a new population (iteration t+1 ) is formed to 

establish new solutions. Crossover combines the 

feature of two parent chromosomes to form two 

similar off spring by swapping corresponding 
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segments of the parents. Mutation arbitrary alters one 

or more genes of as elected chromosome, by a 

random change with a probability equal to the 

mutation rate. The present genetic algorithm uses 

proportional selection, elitist model, one point 

crossover and uniform mutation. A geometrical 

procedure that will produce an object function for 

optimization works in the following manner. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Hybrid method. 

 

Hybride algorithm parameters: 

 

 Population size: 

 

 The one of the parameters affecting the 

algorithm's convergence is Population size. The 

larger, more diverse population takes longer to 

converge on a solution, but is more likely to find a 

solution because of its diverse gene pool. For every 

internal node in the grid, 50 generation of 

populations are generated and every population 

contains 1000 chromosomes (nodes). Creating a 

population of chromosomes initializes the process. 

Each chromosome contains two floating random 

numbers, the first for x- coordinate and the second 

for y- coordinate. Each member of every 

chromosome is generated using random number 

generator. 

 

 Evaluation function: 

 

 For every random node (chromosome)generated 

the summation of areas for all triangles around that 

node are computed and it must be equal the 

summation of areas A for all triangles around that 

initial node N (to be moved to optimum 

location).The fitness function for every node is 

described later. 

 

 Rough set Classifications: 

 

 Before selection process we use rough set theory 

to classify the population to five set according to the 

fitness percentage as: 

 fitness_Minfitness_MaxRang  . The best set 

which has more than Range.Setst 901   of the 

quality of fitness, Range.xRange.Setnd 90702  , 

Range.xRange.Setrd 70503  , and worst set 

which containing less than Range.Setth 205   of 

the quality of fitness function. The worst set it must 

be replaced by another set which domain is the 

domain of the best set. At the end of classification 

the domain of population must be changed to that 

domain of the best set . It seems like cobwebplot as 

in the Figure 1, 

 

 Selection Process: 

 

 In the selection process (selection of a new 

population with respect to the probability distribution 

based on fitness values), a roulette wheel with slots 

sized according to fitness is used. A roulette wheel is 

constructed as follows: 

1. Calculate the fitness value fivalu(Ni) for each 

chromosome(node Ni) (i=1,2,…, Pop_Size). 

2.Find the total fitness of 
 

pop_size

i

)
i

Nfival(F 




1

 

3. Calculate the probability of a selection pi for 

each chromosome (node Ni) 

(i=1,2,…, Pop_Size): pi= fivalu(Ni) /F 

4.Calculate a cumulativeprobability qi for each 

chromosome (node Ni), 

Begin 

t   0 

Initialize P(t) 

Evaluate P(t) 

While ( not termination- condition ) Do 

Begin 

 Apply Rough set classification 

t t+1 

Select P(t) from P(t-1) 

Crossover 

Mutate  

Evaluate P(t) 

End 
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 (i=1,2,…,Pop_Size): 
 

i

j

pq
ji 





1

 

5. Calculate a cumulative fitness 

6. Finally select survivors using cumulative fitness 

probability and based on elitist model: 

-Generate a random (float) number r between 

[0..1],for each chromosome i.e. Pop_Size times; each 

time (for every chromosome) if r < q1 then select the 

first chromosome (N1); 

-Otherwise select the i-th chromosome Ni (2 ≤ i ≤ 

Pop_Size) such that qi-1 < r < qi. 

 
Fig. 2: The domain of every generation can be changed according the domain of best set. 

 

 Crossover Probability: 

 

 Crossover probability usually ranges from 0.01 

to 1.0. Crossover reflects the likelihood that future 

population of nodes will contain a mix of 

information from the previous 

generationofnodes.Arateof0.5 means that a child 

node will contain about 50% of its location from one 

parent node and the rest from the second parent node. 

A rate of 1.0 means that no crossover will occur, or 

only clones of the parents will be evaluated. A 

crossover probability of 0.8 is used in the current 

algorithm. 

 

 Mutation rate: 

 

 The mutation rate can vary from 0.0 to1.0. The 

higher the mutation rate, the more likely future nodal 

chromosomes will contain some random values. 

Since mutation occurs after crossover, a mutation 

rate that is too high will prevent crossover from 

having much if any effect. A random uniform 

mutation with a probability of 0.15 is used in the 

present algorithm. 

 

 Evaluation (fitness)function: 

 

 Three approaches are used in selecting the 

function to be optimized in the genetic algorithm, 

namely, the least square error of the variation of 

angles, the average of the aspect ratio of triangles at 

each node of the triangular grid, and a linear 

combination of both approaches. In this method 

evaluation function is in a composite form, made up 

of the least square error of the angles and average of 

aspect ratio for the triangles. Numerical 

experimentation indicates that the third approach is 

the best criteria for the selection of the fitness 

function. The fitness function is computed at every 

selected node. For every iteration, the absolute value 

of the change of the fitness function F and its 

maximum value is computed. The process is repeated 

for every iteration until convergence is achieved. A 

fixed value of 0.01 is set for the differences in the 

fitness function as criteria for convergence. 

 

Results: 

 

 The hybrid optimization algorithm selectively 

moves the nodes of the poorly shaped triangles based 

on the fitness function which results in a marked 

improvement in the grid quality. The results clearly 

show that the improvement in the triangles quality 

from the initial grid to the optimum. 

 The effect of rough set theory in present method. 

As we can see in the table below: in 1
st
 generation 

which is generated randomly, the population 

members’ are spread for most of sets. But in next 

generation we can note that: 

1. The fitness values are better than in previous 

generation. 

2. The domain is now very close around the 

optimum. 
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Table 1: Output of genetic generations. 

1st generation 2nd generation 5th generation 

1st group 1st group 1st group 

x y fitness x y fitness x y fitness 

0.543325 1.767533 0.741623 0.543325 1.767533 0.741623 0.543325 1.744415 0.74557 

-0.47322 0.634372 0.827904 -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 0.543325 1.744415 0.74557 

-0.94678 0.72676 0.746782 -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 

0.263355 1.974518 0.71648 -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 -0.36424 0.328003 0.7441 

-0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 0.064272 0.66717 0.763181 

2nd group 0.981174 1.623497 0.420336 -0.39346 0.72676 0.834292 

x y fitness 0.064272 0.216729 0.583564 -0.18754 1.156454 0.828276 

0.064272 0.216729 0.583564 -1.34352 0.685232 0.525091 0.064272 0.685232 0.767916 

-1.34352 0.685232 0.525091 -0.47322 0.634372 0.827904 -0.44256 0.634372 0.828487 

0.952181 1.568009 0.46157 -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 -0.55437 1.580153 0.668866 

-0.38891 2.137114 0.555918 0.952181 1.568009 0.46157 0.895846 1.568009 0.532239 

3rd group -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 0.952181 1.580153 0.461524 

x y fitness -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 -0.39346 1.561405 0.723822 

0.981174 1.623497 0.420336 -0.94678 0.72676 0.746782 0.509711 0.72676 0.58379 

4th group -0.38891 2.137114 0.555918 -0.44256 2.137114 0.53608 

x y fitness -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 -0.38891 1.580153 0.720617 

   
0.263355 0.923067 0.773896 0.007929 1.658509 0.782795 

5th group -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 0.263355 1.580153 0.806003 

x y fitness -0.44256 0.916332 0.825157 -0.44256 0.719475 0.832804 

0.997652 0.935955 -0.02 -0.44256 1.580153 0.705071 -0.00215 1.508591 0.807055 

-0.22411 2.706244 -0.02 2nd group 2nd group 

-1.17117 2.126374 -0.02 x y fitness x y fitness 

-1.41146 1.370873 -0.02 3rd group 

-1.16307 2.355271 -0.02 x y fitness x y fitness 

0.593484 0.471956 -0.02 4th group 

0.913821 2.232954 -0.02 x y fitness x y fitness 

-0.65482 2.134172 -0.02 
   

-1.41701 2.014827 -0.02 5th group 

-0.57813 2.158751 -0.02 x y fitness x y fitness 

 

The hybrid optimization algorithm is 

implemented for complex geometrical shapes and the 

results are shown in Figures 2 through 10. But let’s 

see 

 Figures 2 through 5 compare the variation of the 

fitness function before and after optimization for 

nodes of the poorly shaped triangles. α= 0.8 and 

β=0.2. for the case of the cartoon-type guitar shape. 

 The curves of figure 6 show that the 

optimization using the hybrid method (genetic 

algorithm and rough set) has resulted in improved 

values of the fitness function. The fitness values for 

most nodes ranges from 0.2toabout 0.85, after 

smoothing the fitness values improved to a range 

of0.85 to 0.94. 

 The results shown in figures 2-6 show that 

smoothing using the hybrid method have made a 

marked enhancement of the triangles quality. The 

triangles quality have improved and the range of the 

quality of the most triangles is improved from (0.11 

–0.92) to (0.65 – 97). In figure 7 we note that the 

quality of triangle elements are improvement and the 

average is improved from 0.75 to 0.9. 
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Fig. 3: The upper section around airfoil before and after using our hybrid method. 

 

 
Fig. 4: The lake before(left) and after (right) using our hybrid method. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Zoom on section of lake before(left) and after (right) using our hybrid method. 
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Fig. 6: The lake before (left) and after (right) using our hybrid method. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The improvements of the triangles element before and after using hybrid method.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7: The improvements of the triangles element before and after using hybrid method on Guitar.  

 

 It is very clear from figure 8 the changed values that done by using hybrid method. 
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Fig. 8: The changed of improvements of the triangles element before and after using hybrid. 

 

Conclusions: 

 

 In this paper optimization process employs a 

hybrid method which containing rough set method 

with floating-point genetic algorithm that gives more 

flexible for searching and more concentrating on 

finding the optimum solution. Three approaches are 

used in selecting the function to be optimized in the 

genetic algorithm, namely, the least square error of 

the variation of angles, the average of the aspect ratio 

of triangles at each node of the triangular grid, and a 

linear combination of both approaches. The results 

clearly show the marked improvement in the quality 

of the optimized grids and the ability of floating 

point genetic algorithm to handle non-convex 

regions.The proposed method has been tested and 

validated for a number of test cases covering a wide 

range of complex geometry applications, including 

CAD and aerodynamic applications. The results have 

shown a high degree of improvement in the quality 

of the smoothed meshes and an ability to handle non-

convex regions. The developed genetic algorithms 

with rough set have been implemented into efficient 

computer programs that can be used as an effective 

tool in scientific and engineering applications. 

 Future research work may include the extension 

of the present method to the more difficult case of 

three dimensions to establish smooth tetrahedral 

mesh for 3D objects. 
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